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Objective

System architecture

In this demo, we present our system for answering controlled Natural Language questions over RDF clinical data. Questions entered by a user through
the proposed interface are annotated on the fly and suggestions are displayed based on an ontology driven auto-completion system. This approach
assures a high level of usability and readability while preserving semantic
correctness and accuracy of entered questions.

The main components of our system architecture are the following:

Overview of askTONI

• NodeJS server intermediate layer between the user interface and the
triple store. Communicates with other components over HTTP
• Virtuoso server triple store storing all RDF data
• OWL2VOWL converter service for converting RDF into JSON
which is used to display the ontology graph

The process of question construction is based on the following finite state
machine. askTONI makes the distinction between datatype and object
properties, individuals, classes and literals.

Demonstration
We will demonstrate how the interface can be used to pose questions, guided
by the system through suggestions. We will provide guidance and example
questions. For visitors more interested in the models and RDF data behind
the demo, we can also provide access to the PhUSE ontologies visualisation
and the SPARQL endpoint.

SPARQL query generation
The SPARQL query is generated on the fly. Each transition is associated
with a query pattern that is added to the where clause of the query:
(S1)(S2) [class-variable] rdf:type <[class12]>
(S6)(S2) [class-variable] <[property26]> <[individual62]>
where class12 is the URI of the class entered by the user between the
states S1 and S2, property26 the URI of the property entered between the
states S2 and S6 and individual62 the URI of the individual given by the
user between S6 and S2.
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